As an aside: re the Malaysia court case: Shell won - in the judge's own words "completely". But doubtless Donovan will find some grounds to criticise.
North Sea/Donovan

. We will work with EP CX on the wider Donovan aspects, including updating the Issues brief. However, Donovan continues very active: recent initiatives include alerting Fox News in the US to Shell's plans in Iran; flagging the upcoming legal announcement relating to the court case on Shell Malaysia pensioners (the 'Team A' case); and claiming Shell influence because the Sunday Times did not run a promised article critical of Shell. He has also been contacted by the group of farmers claiming compensation from Shell for the Barbados aviation pipeline spill.
Given the Donovans' continuing close scrutiny of Shell activities (and their appeals for any input from 'whistle-blowers'), they will doubtless subject the upcoming book to the closest scrutiny, as will (in a more balanced way) (both are authors of the Wikipedia entries on Shell).